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Synopsis
A young woman, Ella and a young man Alan. They were born in the same residential estate in England. He was a
brilliant student and seducer but he has gradually failed in a life of odd jobs, doing deals and living in the area that
the city offers to lost people in this early 21st century. As for herself, by dint of hard studious, she became a lawyer,
made a good marriage and started a family. Back in the city of her childhood to help people who were less fortunate
that herself, she feels that her activity is futile and endures discouragement.
Ella and Alan meet by chance as each of them is fleeing his own obsessions. Together they leave for a night and a
day of wandering, seeking solutions to immediate problems : to cover to sleep in a park, share some food, or more.
Their exchanges are made of timid gestures and practical solutions that will allow them to continue their journey :
so they cross an imaginary English town.
This fortuitous reunion rekindled memories, forgotten emotions, their word is the expression of their inner voice.
Thus resurface memories of poor children, their progress and their questions. Meanwhile, the beautiful light filled
them with happiness. Vertigo then on the size of the city and hunger bring them back to their neighborhood. It has
been completely emptied and walled. The show ends on a song calling for revolution.
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Royaume
Characters

The two characters come from the same neighborhood. They met as they were children and adolescents and went
to high school together. They belong to the same generation, born in the early 1980s, both from very poor families hit
by the economical crisis in which their parents who were workers spent a long part of their working lives unemployed
in increasingly difficult conditions.
Alan was a bright boy, his taste for literature differed from his comrades. His outspokenness and his culture seduced
both his teachers and classmates and everyone was betting on his bright future. But after high school, he dropped
out, refusing to be part of a hierarchical system, to compromise, rejecting even the program of life that offers society:
work, marriage, children, house on credit... He eventually settled in a precarious life made of odd jobs, and small
deals.
Alan remains a sort of teenager, optimistic and confident that everything is always possible, and that all perspectives
remain open. This faith is expressed by the fact that he plays. He plays when he has a little money even before
meeting his basic needs. He loses his money as if he had enough of it. He composes with the fact that he is
homeless, living from squats to homes. He also arranges with his conscience and honesty, completing deals and
petty crimes to survive. He enrolled himself in the English literary history, seeing himself as a hero of Dickens. Alan
has a sort of elegance, whose ultimate expression is probably the way he suggests that it is master of his destiny
and that he has somehow chosen his situation. The viewer will gradually understand that it is not so, and that his
difficulty in finding a place in society doesn’t depend on his free will.
Ella has meanwhile continued her education after high school. Thanks to her hard work, she has succeeded in
combining studies and odd jobs to become a lawyer. Today she is married and the mother of two children, hier
material situation is comfortable. Ella has worked a lot to get out of her social environment, with the idea that once
out of the woods, she could help the less fortunate. Her idealism runs into this infinite task. She has the feeling that
she’s playing a part in a cruel farce in spite of herself. She leaves her home one evening with the feeling that she
can no longer fulfill her role, which doesn’t mean anything more for her.
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Royaume
Themes

The dispossessed in the UK
The United Kingdom is the cradle of liberalism and initiated the industrial revolution, giving birth to a new era. A few
generations later, that is to say today, it has already led to the online economy. But industrial decline and monetarism
have dramatically reduced the possibilities of traditional working class jobs. Thus the novelty is not poverty itself but
the lack of prospects to work, because the knowledge, the skills that an individual has acquired during his training
and career have become obsolete. At the same time, unskilled jobs tend to become more and more precarious. In
fact, today the UK is probably the European country where the capitalist economy is expressed in the most complete
and most violent manner, even producing generations of left behind people. That is why we have chosen to situate
our show in United Kingdom though it should have a more universal appeal.

The figure of the homeless
In literary fiction as in films, exclusion, poverty and the figure of the homeless seem to play an important role in the
UK. That is the impression we have by reading the works of Charles Dickens, Robert Mac Liam Wilson, Zadie Smith,
William Boyd and Ian McEwan, or by viewing the films of Mike Leigh and Ken Loach whose characters appear as
figures of dispossession. There is of course a desire to social realism, but certainly an expression of fear, a concern
that undermines the collective unconscious of this liberal society. So our characters will be fed of our readings, and
most of all Alan who places himself in the tradition of Dickens characters.

The residential estate
Like many European countries, the United Kingdom experienced a severe housing crisis after the Second World
War. The solution found to the lack of housing solutions was building residential estates bordering cities, often
examples of Brutalist architecture. This dense housing allowed to offer cheap new housing to the growing population
of baby boomers.
This solution has sometimes proved to be problematic because these buildings often quickly designed and built
contained hardly perfectible gaps. Some of these residential estates, like Hulme Crescents in Manchester, were
demolished as early as 1990 to return to more traditional housing. Others, like Edenham and the Trellick Tower in
London are still inhabited. Park Hill in Sheffield, has been emptied of its inhabitants and its windows and doors have
been walled, it is now being rehabilitated.
We’ll meet people who have lived in these residential estates and visit the ones located far from urban centers to try
to capture how the fact of living in these residential estates influences their lives.
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Disappearing
From the time the social system becomes insufficient, even hostile, because it is not far from poverty to illegality, one
can find advantage to disappear, waive his social existence, waive to be a citizen. Alan practice social disappearance,
he gave up health insurance, has no phone and no credit card. The only money he has is small change. With no
home on his name, he has experimented various forms of housing, from the squat and informal sublets, couches
of friends, until emergency shelters and parks, the corridors of the tube, bridges and banks of the Thames. During
the preparation of Royaume, we will endeavor to find those hidden places in the folds of the city where homelesses
take shelter. We will try to understand the practical and psychological implications of such a withdrawal from society.

Walking
Walking is the least expensive mean of transportation, and one that allows you to go in the most inaccessible places.
This is the most used mean of transportation by the poor people. For Ella, who has become accustomed to travel by
public transport or by car, walking generates awareness of distances, and she is quickly exhausted by exercise. She
also discovers that the universe is infinitely larger and more complex than she thought, and they face many more
difficulties than she had imagined. Thus the multi-lane highway she usually uses to get to the city center turns to be
an obstacle. But she also discovers new places, she was accustomed to cross without seeing them.

On alert
In Royaume, when Ella is tired, she gives way to despair and exhaustion, Alan on the contrary, expresses little
emotion. The experience of poverty has forged his character and sharpened his senses. It is useless to cry : poverty
is commonplace and does not arouse compassion. For a resident of the street, a moment of inattention can lead
to the disaster of arrest or assault. Less dramatically, the slightest relaxation can mean a missed opportunity for a
good meal, a cigarette or coffee. Alan is extremely aware of this fact. So that he can no longer fall totally asleep, and
remains on alert at all time.
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Royaume
Work Process

As for our previous shows Funkhaus, Marzahn, Highway and Angels, our work starts with research and an immersion
in a culture. For Royaume, we will scout locations and interview people of various cities in the UK. We will turn the
film sequences that will be projected in the show. With these elements, we can create a theatrical form related with
what we discover.

Preparatory work
Starting in February 2013, we have conducted preparatory work in England : Leeds, Bradford, Manchester, London
at first and then Liverpool and Sheffield in order to understand the structure of cities and their evolution since the
sixties. Alexandre completed a first serie of shots, which already gives us ideas for the set design, light and the
general visual form of the show. For her part, Cosima recorded sound climates in cities.

Residences in the UK
In our next residences in the UK we are going to shoot the video sequences and will record the sounds that will be
used in the show. Furthermore, we wish to meet and interview people on the spot. Inhabitants of residential estates
in London as well as people who lived in Park Hill behind Sheffield Station. Our questions will focus on their daily
lives and the kind of sociability that thrives in these estates.
We also project to speak to the “dispossessed”. We want to ask them which solutions they find to survive everyday.
How do they respond to such basic questions as : how to find shelter, food, clothing, medicine when money is
missing. All these meetings will be recorded so that Cosima can refer to them to write the text. Alexander will film to
document these meetings.

Writing the script of the show
Images, interviews and lived experiences constitute a material on which we will base to specify the personalities of
Alan and Ella and build them a biography, personal and shared memories. At this point, we will be able to build the
scenario of the show. This scenario will determine the meaning and definitive articulation of different elements, text,
film sequences, stage design and projection space, music, light and staging.

Testing integration in the sequences of the film
We will use the preparatory film before shooting the final sequences that will be projected in the stage area and will
integrate the actors in the picture. This will allow us to determine the directions of tracking shots, scaling and framing
plans to shoot.
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Turning film sequences
We will shoot the film sequences based on the basis of the scenario and the integration tests with the help of an
assistant on the spot. Concrete sounds can be added later, but they won’t be direct sounds.

Writing the text
The writing of the text will begin during our residences in the UK. It will be based on notes and observations made
during our experiences and our meetings. The interviews will be an amount of valuable informations and a writing
source. After the last residence in the United Kingdom, Cosima Weiter will have all the elements needed to write
the text.

Composition of musical elements
The musician will perform sounds taken in the English cities, he will compose sound modules from which we can
build a coherent sound background.

Choice of 45 turns discs
We will perform a selection of songs of the English pop, rock and punk music in order to make integration tests in
the global structure of the show and sound modules.

Creation and final plan of scenography
Alexandre Simon will select film sequences that will form a large part of the scenography. In collaboration with the
manufacturer, he will define their projection space. With Cosima Weiter, he will decide which accessories to leave on
the stage to be used by the actors. The set design will be built before the start of rehearsals.

Rehearsals
We will favor rehearsals with all the elements that make up the show because all are interdependent.
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Cie_avec

After Funkhaus in 2009, Marzahn and Highway in 2012, and then Angels in 2015, Royaume is the fifth show to
be put on by cie_avec, founded in 2009 by Alexandre Simon and Cosima Weiter. Together they have developed a
creative process that is based on an immersion into a geographic and cultural territory. The text is partially made up
of interviews, it’s written simultaneously with video images, the music and the scenography.
The relationship between architecture and power, and traces from the past that are perceived by attentively observing
the present are their main interests.
www.avec-productions.com
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Biographies

Alexandre Simon – Stage direction and video creation
Video artist Alexandre Simon was born in Geneva in 1963. His experience with multidisciplinary performance
started in 1986 with the group Ka, which continued up to 1992. They made 5 shows together. In 1993, he focused
on creating sets for video projections on stage for danse, music, and theater. He has notably collaborated with
Fabienne Abramovich, Carlo Brandt, Gabriel Scotti, Barbara Nicolier, Orélie Fuchs, Maya Boesch, Noemi Lapzeson,
The Young Gods.
As a video artist he makes installations, films, and video mixes in collaboration with Marcello Silvio Busato, Gabriel
Scotti, Vincent Haenni, Jacques Demierre, Gérard Burger, A.L.S.O. melodie and authors Françoise Ascal and
Cosima Weiter. His work has been shown in Switzerland, France, Germany, Belgium, South America, and Japan, in
institutional theaters such as the Théâtre de la Colline à Paris, the Festival d’Avignon, Théâtre Vidy Lausanne, the
Comédie de Genève. as well as alternative theaters such as the Galpon, the Cave 12 in Geneva, the Lichtblick Kino
in Berlin, the Superdeluxe in Tokyo. Since 2009 he has been working on shows with other artists: Blanc with Jacques
Demierre and Isabelle Duthoit, Funkhaus, Marzahn, Highway and Angels with Cosima Weiter.
Cosima Weiter – Stage direction and text
Cosima Weiter was born in Lyon in 1973. She specialized in literature studies, and continued her education at the
ENM in Villeurbanne studying electroacoustic composition with Bernard Fort. Simultaneously she worked on her
sound poetry mixing recorded sound and live voice on stage. She writes in French and German, and has invented
a language in between these two languages. She often gives readings of her sound poetry in France, Switzerland,
Germany, and Luxembourg in such places as the Instants chavirés in Montreuil, the Palais de Tokyo in Paris, at
the Villa Gillet and Subsistances in Lyon, at the Cave 12 in Geneva and the French Institute in Berlin. Since 2009,
she has been writing pieces and staging them with Alexandre Simon within the Cie_Avec. She recently coauthored
Funkhaus, Marzahn, Highway and Angels.
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Press clippings

Le Temps, 25 September 2012,
Marie-Pierre Genecand

Le Temps, 24 avril 2015, Marie-Pierre Genecand
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Angels

In « Angels », immigration approached through sensation
Scene : At the Grütli, Geneva, a show renders the L.A. migrants words.
Music and images this dive works as a matrix.
Cosima Weiter and Alexandre Simon’s shows are matrices. Coherent, homogeneous closed spaces which plunge
the audience in a daze which allows a reception based on sensations. Cosima writes and Alexandre holds the
camera. They travelled together along with their child. First to Germany in Berlin (…). Then to United States looking
towards the future and the unbridled growth. Angels, the fourth creation of the couple, paints the portrait of migrants
who came to Los angeles looking for prosperity. Pierre- Isaïe Duc works as a quiet narrator.
Soporific ? As a matter of fact, except for a few of Blaine Reininger’s furious riffs, (…) Angels acts as a peaceful trail.
But this softness has one advantage : put the migrants whom the couple met in bright light. (…). Here, Cosima
Weiter and Alexandre Simon’s intention is to have the migrants’ voices heard. The story of Eduardo, a Mexican
transexual, whose parents had to pay el coyote to cross the border. The fear of Ali, a Bengali taxi driver is afraid to
tell that he’s Muslim since september 11th 2001 ; the destiny of Rubal, who wanted to besome a biologist but had to
take over the the family’s liquor store and seeks solace writing a science-fiction novel. Or the scepticism of Jason, a
young Korean guy who only knows his country through a few cooking recipes… Each migrant has his own story and
the merit of Angels is to render this singularity with careful consideration and respect.
The process ? Each migrant first appears on a large screen in a static shot. silent, almost at a standstill. The sequence
lasts in time. Then Pierre-Isaïe Duc litterally poses as the character and renders his words. “there’s no justice. Only
good luck. Or bad luck.” says the actor, standing legs apart, the spokesperson of Arnaldo, a motorbike-riding cop.
“God be my witness, I lied. when asked, I said I was a Christian”, states the actor with a soft smile, impersonating Ali,
the taxi driver. Sometimes, the city speaks, and Cosima Weiter’s words becomes wide, lyrical : « They’re coming,
and I reach out with open arms, I have room. Under my sky. On my sidewalks, in my shady streets, on my beaches,
my hills, by the pools : room. A better life is what I am. For those who know how to elbow their way through, those
eager for battle. I reach out with open arms. I’m theirs, they’re mine. I’m their voice. » A poetic stream on Alexandre
Simon’s pictures of suburbs, houses and roads flashing by.
But it would be nothing without Blaine Reininger’s haunting and tuneful score. we can feel the songwriter in this
American born in Colorado in 1953. His musing violin, his roaring guitar open horizons. His voice catches us.
Present on the stage, the composer is a driving force of the matrix.
Le Temps, 24 avril 2015, Marie-Pierre Genecand
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Le Courrier, 24 avril 2015, Nicola Demarchi
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Wingless angels
Geneva – Cosima Weiter and Alexandre Simon’s Angels premieres today at the Grütli theater, a humble tribute to
Los Angeles and its ever-new inhabitants.
They say that 44 slaves founded the city of Los Angeles. A bunch of routed renegades of disparate origins. Some
seeking freedom at sea, some peace beyond the borders, some wealth. As they reached the ocean and couldn’t
go further west, they pitched their tents and named it Los Angeles. Since that very day, the influx into the city never
ceased. And to each wave of new migrants a double common denominator seems to impose itself as a condition, a
laissez-passer. That is the hope for a better life and a desire just as strong to forget the past, origins included.
That is one f the topics of Angels, the last creation of the Cosima Weiter – Alexandre Simon tandem, dedicated to
the Sprawling Californian city, playing until May 3rd at the Grütli Theater in Geneva. « Trees growing away from their
roots ». If the subject, a sketch of the human topography drawn by the newcomers to a city like Los Angeles, is quite
vast, its treatment is all but understated and head-on, much like the pair’s previous shows.
Without a past
Here are images filmed in this unique urban environment, projected on the stage background, cinemascope-style.
Immediately, Los Angeles’ most mundane traits are displayed. Highways as guts pierced by the cars headlights,
late commuters spilling out of a subway station, a taxi settled in front of a car dealership. Against this backdrop, an
actor, Pierre-Isaïe Duc, stands out and sometimes blends in. He will be the spokesperson of this uprooted humanity
fighting its way to survival or prosperity in L.A. He will at timesbe a taxi driver concealing his Muslim faith by fear of
reprisal, at times a Latino unaware of his origins, and at times Simon Rodia, a poor Italian immigrant who, long ago,
in the Watts district, built a monument as disproportionately absurd as life and the fate of some, before returning to
his home country once his work was done.
But beyond the humble example of a Simon Rodia, these new, 100%-Angeleno human beings, blinded in their
headlong rush, forget their social status along with their origins on the way. « If you work hard, you can make
it » says one, as if to encourage himself, « I don’t really know where I’m from, but I do know my kids will be
Americans », another affrims, « leave this place ?, a last one asks mockingly, for me leaving means going to live in
West Hollywood »
L.A., probably more than any city on Earth also stands for this : an acquired sense of pride, after having been a dream.
Generally nothing more. The mention of these Angels’ passage on the city’s sidewalk (the result of months-long
on-site investigations and testimony-gathering by the team), is made through a metonymy of the inhabitants daily
diet. Fragments and snippets of monologues that will blend into the soul of the city, with Cosima Weiter’s texts and
Pierre-Isaïe Duc’s phrasing giving it a voice and meaning. In successive waves, between video shots, monologues
and the music played live by Blaine Reininger, the audience is transportedd into the hollow heart of L.A., where a
glimmer of lyricism quivers « They come, they keep coming, but they forget wherefrom ».
A « theatroscope »
We are without a doubt miles away from the frantic rhythms and showy excesses of Hollywood. The simplicity
and slow shots work well together. This pace gives the play a both rigorous and respectful stance, sometimes
ressembling a monument. But a horizontal monument, like a travelling shot, without an apex, without unwinding or
intrigues, rather with various degrees of intensity. Some sort of « theatroscope », as a matter of fact. Maybe because
when it comes to Los Angeles, it always comes down to images, and still, there will be 24 of them per second.
Nicola Demarchi, Le Courrier, 24 avril 2015
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Los Angeles put on stage by Alexandre Simon and Cosima Weiter
The city of hobos and well-groomed dogs
After Marzahn, a play inspired by Berlin, Cosima Weiter and Alexandre Simon immersed themselves in Los
Angeles, the so-called « City at the end of the road », the legendary Route 66, where all American dreams are
born and crushed.
The two artists walked the deserted sidewalks of the high-tech districts and the ghettos swarming with raw misery,
went bar-crawling on Sunset Boulevard, « among the women dressed as if for a high-society event, polo-wearing
men and well-groomed dogs », and solved the world’s problems with old hobos tanned by the sun under which
everything is possible.
The Geneva artists tell their experience of America through migrants’ voices. The result is Angels, a movie and
multidisciplinary play as unlikely as this thousand-faced megalopolis.
A video artist, Alexandre Simon explores the edges of his art through setups and devices of image creation
overlapping all disciplines. Writing in a playful, hybrid language, mixing recorded sounds and live voices, Cosima
Weiter excels in sound poetry. This versatility is the driving force in the work of the pair, who under the auspices
of the Cie_Avec, establishes itself through an original creation process. Each play scrutinizes ageographical and
cultural area where text, image and scenography resonate with interviews made there.
L’Express - L’Impartial, April 25th 2015, CFA

Los Angeles against the tide of all Hollywood’s clichés
At the TPR, the Cie_Avec offered a portrait of Los Angeles with a quite uncommon setup : against the backdrop of
a panoramic screen displaying video artist Alexandre Simon’s images, actor Pierre-Isaïe Duc interacts on stage,
performing atext by Cosima Weiter based on interviews of L.A. Residents. Blaine Reininger (of Californian band
Tuxedomoon) handles the sound illustration playing the electric guitar and violin in turns.
After the nighttime landing maneuvers on the megalopolis and a toponymic incantation, and once they reached
the sidewalk, the audience meets a few of its 4 million inhabitants : an Italian mason building towers in the style of
the facteur Cheval, a Bangladeshi grocer indifferent to traditions, a Mexican accountant turning into a drag queen
at night...
Each character, a fragment of kaleidoscope, is displayed in a static shot before their performed words evoke their
origins and destiny.
Far from the Hollywood canons and the travel guide, little is to be seen of the city of Angels but streets, warehouses
and the ever-present cars. The ethnographic point of view is overriding so that through this panel, L.A. Finally gets
its voice heard.
Against the tide of ideas of speed and violence (except for one seismic riff), the play lauds slowness. Chris Marker,
the movie director who captured individual memores colliding with history, and his documantaries come to mind.
Refusing to be showy, by letting words override the image, the duo demonstrates some ascetic sobriety. For those
who favor thrill over meditation, there is still the 24 series or plane tickets to L.A.
L’Express - L’Impartial, May 9th 2015, Didier Delacroix
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A journey in L.A. At the Grütli
A contemplative portrait of angels
The Grütli stage is entirely laminated, glistening like an wet sidewalk. Somehow that of Los Angeles, which the
couple of the Geneva-based Avec_Productions company walked up and down looking for angels to interview. After
Highway, also presented at the Grütli in 2012, their fourth play takes us elsewhere real. In Los Angeles, by the end
of 2013, Alexandre Simon and Cosima Weiter met, interviewed and filmed migrants from various communities, often
Latinos, to grasp the essence of their exile. « Los Angeles attracts migrants from the whole world, enticed by the
American dream and sutained by the feeling that over there everything is possible » is how they explain their starting
point.
The result is Angels, currently playing in the Geneva theatre. On stage, actor Pierre-Isaïe Duc, in a long monologue,
lends his voice to the people encountered by the co-directors. A teacher of Mexican origin married to an Afro-American
lady, the Sikh manager of a nighttime grocery store who hangs out with gang members while writing a science-fiction
novel, a young woman Latino gang memberfrom a Latino gang, a drag queen and an important architect... The
range of characters is wide, but you will never see the actor embody the words and stances of each character
that come across the screen in the background. Alexandre Simon and Cosima Weiter affirm their choice of a more
contemplative forme of theatre, even if it means unsettling the audience.
Far from the world of Hollywood
An excerpt was shown during the presentation of the play to the press. The high-quality video images, takes you
away. This new American horizon, mostly filmed in wide shots, unveils a « City of Angels » miles away from the
stereotypes spread by Hollywood. The pace is slow, the spaces that you discover mostly empty. « It is absolutely not
documentary therter, Alexandre Simon warns us straghtaway, , we recorded images that resemble a documentary
reality, and made a movie out of them, Angels_L.A. Diary... However, on stage, these images become ourraw
material, just like the text, the lighting, the music etc. All elements convey the meaning of the show. In short it is a
genuinely pluridisciplinary show : the tools of theater and cinemaact together to bring out this contemplative piece
which seems to invent itself in front of the audience. Blaine Reininger plays the score live on stage, wielding an
electric guitar and a violin, fiddling with a computer along the rhythm of the images...
The general atmosphere fluctuates, between melancholy, violence and stillness. « We wanted to guide the actor
toward this kind of performance, as if the voices of all eight characters were in his head. The fates of these peopleare
somehow interwoven ». Cosima Weiter explains. For example, Simon Rodia, and Italian immigrant appears several
times. After crossing the United States from East to West, he settled in Watts, south Los Angeles, and built towers out
of waste materials there. This naïve architecture creation, both a symbol of the migrants’ hopes and the expression
of an aspiration to go back to their roots, is his life’s greatest project. He is a parent of Facteur Cheval somehow...
Cosima Weiter wrote drafts based on the testimonies they gathered. On stage, the topics intertwin, the concerns
reemerge through the various life experiences : dreams, faith, work, lies, exile... The themes and style of acting
invented by the actor come and go all along the show.
« Angels is set from dusk to dawn and made of three parts, Cosima Weiter explains, first the origins, where the
characters, young and old, hail from, why they wentinto exile. Then a second part poses the question « what am I
doing here ? ». Eventually, the third section focuses on the future : what does it hold ? What solutions can one find
to subsist ? » In this melting pot, no one hails from the White community, which according to the co-directors, reflect
the nationalities that come across each other in Los Angeles. « It occured to us that the inhabitants’ roots area vague
thing. There is a majority of Latino communities in Los Angeles, which indeed reflects the founding of the city, where
a single European was present ! »
Le Programme.ch, April 2015, Cécile Gavlak
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Highway

The long journey of Alexandre and Cosima
... seldom has a show so aptly conveyed the power of the great American outdoors, this idea that random, unplanned
movement can uncover pivotal truths. Highway, a work of uncommon homogeneity by Alexandre Simon - images,
Cosima Weiter - text, and Franz Treichler -soundtrack...
... Highway invites the public to an immersive experience where play, images and music move forward in perfect
harmony.
Initially, Cosima Weiter and Alexandre Simon, Genevan artists who lived in Berlin, set out - with their little girl
but without a car - on a quest to discover this huge country, which seems to die and start anew every day. They
recreate their wondrous quest through a poetic proposal where an actor, Pierre-Félix Gravière, describes various
US scenarios on a background of frozen pictures - of buildings, vast plains - and ad hoc clips. Armed with a guitar
and a computer, Franz Treichler develops this aesthetic shock approach by mixing melancholic hues with overtly
aggressive electrical or electronic scores.
Pierre-Félix Gravière regularly collaborates with Alain Françon, a French director who favors dance over trance.
This trait unmistakably shows through his solid yet soft stance, his hasteless questioning, which goes well with the
stupor induced by never-ending roads. Initially, the actor is lying on a carpet of golden aluminum blankets. It utters
fragments of sentences, sometimes just words, “I am the only son”, “I am the fifth of eight.” Behind him, on a titled
screen, a road goes by. All the sudden, the picture freezes on three buildings fronts which eventually merge into an
abstract pattern.
This time, standing at the microphone, the actor’s speech becomes clearer. Snippets of sentences become portraits
of pseudo-average American characters. “I prepare cheeseburgers at Spider Grill.” A basketball star and the director
of Nature Conservancy follow. One seems to recognize the characters of Freedom, the last story on American
baby-boomers’ by the gifted Jonathan Franzen. Cosima Weiter confirmed. Indeed, she read it and drew a few ideas
for this road-poem.
Later on, before the picture of a run-down factory, probably abandoned, Pierre-Félix Gravière recollects. It is all
about pushing the boundaries, building guns, going to war. The theme is chanted but devoid of any ostentation, as
if facing an unavoidable fatality. Next, there is sequence where a citizen, down on his luck, leaves his family behind.
On the screen, you see a desolate town while the actor delivers a poignant speech: “I am leaving, I will be a farmer,
gold prospector, or buffalo runner”. In the midst of it all, the frenzy of this future of freedom is illustrated by a devilish
highway interchange, as those nurturing Los Angeles with newcomers.
Simon Alexandre and Cosima Weiter are not stuck in today’s America anyway. They travel back to its origins. On
an organic background - a night vision camera searching the bushes - the actor describes the rise and fall of the
worlds as a seamless whole. Cosmogony, eschatology, and always this idea of ends butting, crashing against each
other. However, no violence erupts on stage, rather, the opposite is true. All is revealed and lived sparingly, with a
keen sense of poetic moment. The one which swallowed the monster whole and turned it into a near-mythological
creature.
Le Temps, 25 September 2012, Marie-Pierre Genecand
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Le Temps, 25 September 2012,
Marie-Pierre Genecand

Le Temps, 25 September 2012, Marie-Pierre Genecand
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Choral for eye, ear and tongue
The press release reports that Highway, the third work of Compagnie_Avec, by adopting the point of view of a bougillon
named Kearney, retraces US history back to their original guilt vis-à-vis the American Indians. The video images
mixed by Alexandre Simon, breathing sounds and pulses served by Franz Treichler, and the text written by Cosima
Weiter, drawing inspiration from Ginsberg, Dylan or Harrison, compose an impressionist portrait of the mythological
continent. In any case, Highway is much more than that. This show of barely an hour delivers a raw, rare and intact
sensory experience. Multidisciplinarity makes it an extraordinary and bright exercise The intersection of the tire
walls erected in the yard and garden, the iridescent film covering the stage, and the tilted, semi-transparent screen
at the back marks the ideal coalescence of sound, image and script. The solo-voice of the actor, a superconductor
Pierre-Félix Gravière, blends in so seamlessly with Treichler’s guitar (staging by Bertrand Siffert) that notes seem to
convey the meaning of words and chords that of syllables. Music, in turn, seems to generate dollies and light spots
by itself, which soon exude their own harmonics. Lastly, images, which never repeat the text, magically materialize
the freely associated strata. In the end, the road infuses its truth: “You can always go further...”.
Tribune de Genève, 22 September 2012, Katia Berger
Marzahn
Marzahn, the other face of Berlin
Marzahn, terminal! Marzahn is a neighborhood in the former East Berlin, a city built in the late 1970s to the glory
of triumphant communism. Here, where the unemployment rate is 40% of the population, the effervescence of the
German capital is but a distant rumble. Sound poet Cosima Weiter and filmmaker Alexandre Simon, artistic interns
of ABC cultural center at La Chaux-de-Fonds, began to question in text and images the architectural heritage of this
city, brutally scarred by totalitarian regimes.
Specializing in the creation of image projection devices for dance, music, and theater, Alexandre Simon designs his
own performances since 2009. He lives between Geneva and Berlin. For her part, Cosima Weiter explores the world
of sound poetry. A native of Lyon of Berliner adoption, she kneads and pummels the words into an inventive paste,
punctuating the French language with her own German slang. They are accompanied by Marc Gaillard, responsible
for lighting. Pierre-Félix Gravière, regularly appearing in plays by Robert Cantarella, Joel Jouanneau, Alain Françon
and more recently in the feature film “The Monk” by Dominik Moll, leads this performance combining acting and
video projections. A first version of this work will be presented tonight at the ABC. Throughout the week, residents
worked on the raw material brought from Berlin by Simon Alexandre and Cosima Weiter.
Both artists have surveyed the Marzahn neighborhood for months, photographing huge apartment buildings and
small shops in utter decay. They watched the children on the trampoline and listened to punk girls playing music.
In the cemetery, they unsuccessfully sought the traces of the camp where Roma families gathered before their
deportation to Auschwitz. While Cosima Weiter and Alexandre Simon managed to speak with the neighborhood
designers, their attempts to engage with the locals were met with the silence of some and the hostile indifference of
others. It is precisely this pervasive uneasiness which serves to frame the work reported daily in a journal available
on their website www.avec-productions.com.Immersion between poetry and ethnology in a Kafkaesque universe,
removed, worlds apart from the trendy Berlin we’ve come to known, the temple of techno, clubbing and of the
so-called “underground” culture. A thousand miles from the futuristic buildings of Adlershof, Posdamerplatz and
other landmarks of the former GDR, where the weight of the past has been erased in a joyous explosion of all-daring
architecture.
L’Express - L’impartial, 20 August 2011, Catherine Favre
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Funkhaus
An eclectic chamber opera revived at the Théâtre de l’Usine a symbol of the former East Germany. Experimental.
The program of Funkhaus, a creation of Simon Alexandre and Cosima Weiter, on at the Théâtre de l’Usine until
22 November, stated exhaustively: “Chamber opera for video, sound poetry and percussion.” Now, what do these
seemingly apart genera have in common? The answer lies in the title itself. Indeed, Funkhaus Nalepastrasse, home
to the former East Germany radio and showcase of the State’s media power, is the true scope of this work. Today,
only the ghostly walls of this small town of 135,000 m2 remain in place. Fortunately, both show creators (joined
en route by the musician Marcello Silvio Busato) do not share that fate: they build their work on the remnants of
Funkhaus Nalepastrasse’s daily paper. Thus, the Funkhaus becomes the symbol of a story without witnesses,
which was written by researching material on site. The chamber opera, as its name suggests, is a minor opera
genre. Taking into account its qualities as a minor genre, Funkhaus further reduced its seductive elements. Fake
concrete panels stand on stage and, as the performance starts, Alexandre Simon projects onto them a decoration
of hallways and empty rooms. A voice says: “My steps in my footsteps, I advance in these corridors of the past.” A
voice, because Cosima Weiter’s body vanishes among the projected, black and gray decorations. Marcello Silvio
Busato, his back to the audience, hands on the wall, makes sounds and starts a duet. Cosima Weiter’s face shortly
emerges and retreats, accurately following an invisible path in a maze we can only guess. Cosima Weiter’s speech
transfers to this wall. A jerky speech, made or disturbances caused by severed coils or noisy radio frequencies.
Not surprisingly. Indeed, these are the remnants of programs, information, interviews collected by the artist and
sound poet from Funkhaus’ files and accumulated as lists. Through this syntax, as fragmented as memory, we can
guess a storyline. The evocation of a gagged newspaper, of someone in charge of weeding out the real, troubling
stories through the former GDR’s censorship. “I cut the tape”, “my words do not mean anything”, “it is not the truth I
am after.” Souvenir photos are projected. A face covers Cosima Weiter’s. As the voice resurfaces, the “I” becomes
plural, identifying the people of the former GDR, uprooted and fooled by history. Even if the “I” identifies with all these
ill-fated souls for a moment, we are still a far cry from the “ostalgie” and other soothing readings of the past. At that
point, the pace becomes steadier. The musician returns to his wall and hits, scratches, makes squealing sounds
and “plays” it. A range of unexpected sounds, performed by Claire Davy (scenographer) and Marcello Silvio Busato.
Funkhaus is a work of meaningful and ingenious discoveries.
Le Courrier, 19 November 2009, Nicola de Marchi

“Am I more by myself with the door open or closed?” Since the fall of the Wall, Cosima Weiter lives in Berlin
with Genevan videographer Alexandre Simon. Sense of belonging, propaganda, freedom, loss of identity... All
these topics subtly permeate Funkhaus, a chamber opera for voice, images and percussion that evokes, in an
impressionist manner, the Funkhaus Nalepastrasse, the Radio house of the former GDR and authentic political
and cultural helmsman, which was abandoned after reunification. On stage, four walls showing images of damaged
walls, cracked doors and dark corridors. The Funkhaus, or the remnants thereof. Without transition, snapshots of
chubby children of the 1960s, pampered by an attentive mother, raised by a strict father. The symbol seems obvious.
One day, a long time ago, the former GDR believed in a bright future. Throughout those golden years, the Radio
house spread this idea of progress. At the forefront, Cosima Weiter says her own words. Words that skim such
historical turnaround without documenting it. It is about the “storm on the sea”, the “Road to the Future”. Further, the
author adds: “Better watch your words, the enemy is not far away.” And then: “A wall as nothing and its shadow to
live on. This is more like it. “ She is not alone on the stage. With this back to the audience, the percussionist Marcello
Silvio Busato hits the musical wall with his sticks. Banging, scratching, breaking, caressing sounds. A gentle voice,
says: “My country moves to the West, my country wanes.” On one of the walls, an old-time child smiles.
Le Temps, 21 November 2009, Marie-Pierre Genecand
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